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SAN FRANCISCO

,BSCENITY
'ECISIONS
I know it when I see it."

By Tom Garvin

Obscenity law has always proved
intractable problem for the Sueme Court. During the summer,
e Court thrice ventured into the
Jrky depths of obscenity law in
ses arising from Iowa, California,
d Illinois. The new cases attempt
come to grips with the past and
ed some insight on the future.
The cases would seem to permit
minal sanctions even against a
rson who mails a book or film to
nself if the contents happen to be
arnined by twelve bodies [a jury] in
ckwoods Burg, Redneck City, or
:lIe Belt Center, and they agree
it the material is unacceptable unr their parochial community
tndards .
The series of five-to-four decisions
ｾ＠ arguably simultaneously an exlsion of an a rejection of the docte ennunciated in Miller v. CaliforI, 413 U.S. 15 (1973). The Miller
;e set forth a three-pronged test
determining whether material is
scene :

ALUMNI ON COURT OF APPEALS
In this dazzling year of appointments and elections, the Honorable
John T. Racanelli '52 has certainly
received his share . In the spring
issue of The Hastings Community
magazine we were proud to announce that Justice Racanelli had
been named Trial Court Judge of the
Year by the California Trail Lawyers
Association . Since that time, he has
been appointed to the First District
Court of Appeal, Division One, to
replace retired Presiding Justice
John B. Molinari. Racanelli was appointed to the Court of Appeal in
May 1977 and had previously served
as a superior court judge in Santa
Clara County since 1964.
Justice Racanelli has also been
appointed as the Chairman of the
Sentencing Practices Advisory Committee. The appointment was made
Ly (then) Acting Chief Justice Mathew Tobriner this past spring at the
suggestion of Chief Justice Rose
Bird . Former president of the Conference of California Judges (now
the California Judges Association),

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Justice Racanelli is assisting the 1"""1-=:__I:7":1.,....ｾ＠ ....w=..,.,.r-. .ｾｲＺＭ｟ＮＬ＠
Judicial Council in drafting sentencing rules and performing other functions required by the new Uniform
Determinate Sentencing Act of 1976.
That law did away with the undeterminate sentence for convicted criminals . Prisoners must now be given
specific terms .
Last June Justice Racanelli received yet another appointment.
This time it was to the Commission
on Judicial Performance . The Commission is a constitutional body with
the authority to investigate complaints of alleged judicial misconduct. It may investigate , hold hearings and privately admonish a judge
The Honorable John T. Racanelli '52
found to have engaged in an improper ｡ｾｴｩｯｮ＠
or derel iction of duty , State Bar of California and two
subject to a petition for hearing in public members who are not lawyers
the Supreme Court, or may recom- or judges appointed by the Governor
mend to the Supreme Court that a and approved by the Senate.
judge be removed or censured for
We proudly congratulate Justice
misconduct, or retired for disability .
Racanelli on his great success and
The Commission consists of five for the honor he continues to bring to
judges appointed by the Supreme the bench and to Hastings .
Court, two lawyers appointed by the
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Excellence in the law and legal
services can result only from excellence in legal education . As educators we must assume a large responsibility in training the type of attorney needed to serve society today .
." Excellence in the law" implies a
number of things . The law must
address itself to the needs of everyone in our community . It must serve
the public interest as well as the
private interest. Attorneys must be
trained to assess society' s legal
needs at all socio-economic levels,
and must have the training and
capability to resolve these issues .
There is a real need for lawyers
who are sensitive to the needs of the
community. Everyday questions about the legal aspects of housing/
tenant-landlord relations and agreements, small business contracts,
food stamps , medical care, nursing
homes, government benefits and
taxes should be answered .
I have suggested that special
Honors Program in Public Interest
Practice be established at Hastings
to be offered to first-year students
interested in a career in public
interest and community service law .
As a public institution , Hastings has
a moral obligation to serve the
community.
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Dean Marvin J. Anderson

This program will in no way
undermine the educational integrity
of the present curriculum; rather, it
will supplement and enlarge the
present program and thus expand
the student opportunities for training . Students will be selected for this
program by a broad-based committee . The selection process will focus
on students deeply comm itted to
serving public interest .
The Honors Program in Public
Interest Practice is very much in
accordance with our phi losophy in
establishing the Tony Patino FellowCONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION: ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS

HUMAN RIGHTS COALITION

Applications are now being accepted for this year's Finance Committee.
Anyone interested in serving on this committee should place their names and
class schedules in the Treasurer's Box in the ASH office or contact Jerry Gale.
Deadline for applications is 12:00 noon, Sept. 26th.
All organizations seeking ASH funding for the 1977-78 academic year should
submit their budget requests to the ASH Treasurer no later than 12:00 noon, 9/28.
The Treasurer will be at the ASH offices Monday and Wednesday, 12:30-1:30 and
Fridays 11:30-1:30 pm.

The Hastings Human Rights Coalition will have this semester's first caucus and
meeting for its members and friends, this Wednesday, September 21st, 8:00 p.m.
at 40 Los Palmos. For information call Mike, 687- 6169, or Vince, 664.7217.
SPRING '78 BAR EXAM
The dates of 21, 22 and 23 February have been set with the date of 1 November
as the last day to file a timely application . It is anticipated that applications will be
available at the Records Office after October 17th.

BICYCLING ANYONE?

INFORMAL FRENCH

East Bay Bicyclists, want to commute to Hastings by bike and save 111 Take the
CALTRANS (Calif. Dept. of Transportation) bike shuttle for only 26 cents,
including bike and rider 1 It fills the gap when BART won't allow bikes on (rush
hour) . Questions 667-1611, Ray Edlund, or Locker '1162.
Ride Your Bicycle to Work
CALTRANS BICYCLE COMMUTER SHUTTLE
WeekdjlYs only
26 cents per trip
OAKLAND
in front of
MacArthur BART
station
AM
6:30
6:60
7:10
7:30
7:60
8:10
8:30
8:60

PM
4:00
4:20
4:40
6:00
6:20
6:40
6:00

ALPINE MOUNTAINEERING AND ROCK CLIMBING

SAN FRANCISCO
comer of
Main & Folsom
under overpass
AM
6:40
7:00
7:20
7:40
8:00
8:20
8:40

COMM/ENT UPDATE

All students wishing to practice their French through informal conversation are
invited to join the CERCLE FRANCAIS, which meets Thursday afternoons at 1:40
in the Commons or out on the McAllister St. terrace, depending on the weather.
Look for the little tricolor.

PM
3:60
4:10
4:30
4:60
6:10
6:30
6:60
6:10

Last year several students, men and women, who had 80me previous climbing
experience but mostly interest, met thru an announcement like this to arrange
weekend climbs and to discuss what alpine peaks interested us. There were some
day climbs (Mt. Tam rock pitches, Lover's Leap), and two of them shook off
year-end catharsis over Memorial Day on their way up a little-used route between
the Winton and Hotlum glaciers on the north side of Shasta. Another went to
McKinley to consider routes on its North face and to check out its weather.
Since at Hastings climbers might never meet and find out that there are
potential climbing partners here at school who share the same strange schedule,
anyone who has some exposure or a serious interest in climbing is invited to
contact Morgan, 666-4942.

RESOLUTIONS TO THE A.S.H. COUNCIL
All motions or resolutions to be considered by the A.5.H. Council must
be submitted, in writing , to the A.5.H . Secretary's mail-box in the A.5.H.
office by 1:00 p.m . on the Tuesday preceding the meeting at which the
resolution is to be placed on the agenda .

ｃｏｍＯｾｎｔＬ＠

A Journal of Communication and Entertainment Law has been
by the faculty. The premiere issue will be distributed in early
ｾ｢･ｲ＠
and will ｦ･ｾｴｵｲ＠
both an article by Professor Roscoe Barrow and the
repnnt of a symposIUm whose participants included Daniel Schorr and. Jesse
Choper.
fully ｡｣ｲ･､ｩｴｾ＠

Tom

A.S.H. COUNCIL MEETINGS
All meetings of the A.5.H . Council are announced on the A.5.H.
ｾｵｬ･ｴｩｮ＠
Board opposite room A. Meetings are held most Fridays at 11:40
In room 219. All Meetings Are Open.

Garvin .... .. .. ..... ...................................... Editor

Larry Falk ............ ................. ........... .. Managing Editor
Steve Brown ...................... [The Law] Associate Editor
Larry Fahn ... ...... [Alumni/Development] Associate Editor
Jeff Kimmel. ............ [Community News] Associate Editor
Jules Kragen ................. ... . [The Arts] Associate Editor
Martin Pulverman ................. [Opinionj Associate Editor
Raymond Pulverman ..... . .........[Opinionf Associate Editor
Tom Hesketh ... ..... ..... .......................Associate Editor
Scott Sachnoff
............ .. ....... ..... ....... Associate Editor
ｐｾｴ･ｲｳｎｯｬｫ＠
......... ........................... Contributing Editor
... . .. ............ .. ......... Con t'b
A an c u .In
rl u t'Ing Ed'Itor
Albany Hili ............................ .... Contributing Editor
Michael DeAngelis .................. ..... Contributing Editor
What's Your Line Graphics ......................... Typesetting

Published biweekly during the school year, except during holiday and
exam pertods, at Hasttngs College of the Law, UniverSity of California,
198 McAllister Street, San Francisco, California 94102 . Our phone number
IS [415] 557-1997. The newspaper has a circulation of 10,000. Twe
thousand copies ｡ｲｾ＠
distributed at Hastings, and eight thousand copies
are mailed to alumni, Judges, law schools, law firms, libraries and lawyers
throughout the state of California.
The Hastings Law News as the Hastings student legal publication
serving. the enttre legal community, serves as a platform for the
expression of student opinion, a mechanism for enhanced communication
between Hastings and the organized bar, and as a public forum for articles
wrttten by students, facuity, staff, and outside contributors. The 1976-77
volume was designated the Best Overall Law School Newspaper in
California by the Amertcan Bar Association.
We encourage publication of divergent viewpoints. All manuscripts
or letters must be typed ､ｾｵ＿ｬ･＠
spaced on white bond. The Hastings uw
ｾ･ｷｳ＠
｡ｳｾｭ･＠
no responslb.illty. upon receipt of unsolicited manuscrtpts.
© Copyrtght 1977 by the Hastings Law News. All rights are reserved
..
Postage paid at San Francisco, California .
The Hastings ｾ｡ｷ＠
News is represented nationally for advertising by the
National Entertainment Advertising Service [NEAS]. Additional Advertisrepresenation is provided by [CASS]. Advertising inquiries should be
directed to A?vertising ｄｩｲｾ｣ｴｯ
ＬＮ＠ Hastings Law News, Hastings College of
the taw,. University of California , 198 McAllister Street, San Francisco
California 94102.
'
The opinions expressed are those of the author. All submitted
manuscrtpts must be Signed by the author. The views expressed are not
necessarily those of the Hastings uw News or of Hastings College of the
Law. ThiS IS a student publication .

Community News
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EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
OFFICIAL AT HASTINGS
On Friday, August 26th the Dickinson Society of International Law
launched its Seminar on International and Comparative Law with a talk
by Dr. Roland Bieber of the European Parliament.
A graduate of the Universities of
Frankfurt and Geneva, Dr. Bieber
wrote his doctoral dissertation on
Comparative Commercial Law . After
serving as assistant to a judge in
Frankfurt, he worked with the Commission of the European Communities in Brussels . Presently Dr. Bieber
is Administrator of the Division of
Political Affairs of the European
Parliament, in Luxembourg. His visit
to this country was organized
through the International Visitors
Program of the U. S. Department of
State.
Dr. Bieber first outlined the structure of the three European Communities - the European Coal and
Steel Community, the Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), and the
European Economic Community
(Common Market) . These groups
were formed after World War II by
France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
the Netherlands, and Luxembourg,
to promote the economic integration
of Europe . Dr. Bieber noted the unwritten principle of the primacy of
Community law over national law in
relations among the Community institutions, member states, and citizens. He then described the forms of
Community law: binding regulations, directives, decisions, and nonbinding recommendations. The four
principal bodies which promulgate
this law are the Commission, the
Council of Ministers, the Court of
Justice and the Parliament.

The speaker next spoke in detail of
the Parliament of Europe . He
pointed out that the Parliament sits
divided not according to nations but
by political parties . The Socialists,
for example, form the largest of
these international factions . Direct
elections to this Parliament are
planned for the near future.
Turning to the function of the
lawyer in the European Economic
Community, Dr. Bieber indicated
three basic roles for the legal profession. First, the lawyer applies
EEC rules, as in Customs Union and
anti-trust cases . Criminal matters,
however, are outside EEC jurisdiction .
Secondly, the lawyer is himself affected by these rules . This involves
mutual recognition of the status of
lawyers among the member nations .
Some 125,000 lawyers now practice
within the EEC.
Thirdly, the lawyer also contributes to EEC law. Of the Common
Market staff of 30,000, some 8% are
lawyers, although only 3% actually
function in a legal capacity. One of
their tasks is to discover the principles common to the member states'
legal systems .
Finally, Dr. Bieber cited a few
relevant publications and referred
his audience to the European Communities' information centers in
Washington, D.C. and New York.
The Dickinson Society is grateful
to Professor Jim Frolik and to Joan
Mann for arranging Dr. Bieber's
appearance at Hastings . We hope to
host equally distinguished guests in
future sessions of the Seminar on
International and Comparative Law .
by A Sorokowski

TAY-SACHS DETECTION CENTER
If you have children or are plan- spoon of blood taken from the arm
ning on having children any time in can determine if a person is a carrier
the future, this message is vitally or not . If a carrier reproduces with
important for you. Tay-Sachs Di- one who is not a carrier, they can
sease kills children. A baby is born never have a child with the disease .
seemingly healthy, but the first If a carrier reproduces with another
symptoms start to occur at the age of carrier, a prenatal test is available
4-6 months . It is fatal by the age of 4 which can help them have only
or 5. The disease is inherited from healthy children selectively, if they
two perfectly healthy parents who choose. This means that the occurcarry the gene for the disease and rence of Tay-Sachs disease is comprobably know nothing about it . pletely PREVENTABLE . However,
Tay-Sachs is not just a Jewish the medical know-how is not enough
disease. The last two cases diag- to produce results, unless the infornosed in California were from a mation is well-understood and used
Chicano family and an Italian family . by all those who can benefit from it .
with no Jewish ancestry .
We are offering an opportunity for
About one in 200 people are car- testing to everybody - both on and
riers of the Tay-Sachs gene in the off campus . Individuals - single or
general pOpulation . The Jewish pop- married - can use the information
ulation has a much higher risk (1 in they gain in the course of their own
27). This means that there are future family planning, or for the
definitely a large number of carriers immediate benefit of their siblings
of the Tay-Sachs gene among stu- and relatives . The statewide prodents, faculty and employees on this gram is suppOrted by the State of
campus.
California Department of Health and
Hillel of Hastings and Phi Alpha the screening will be carried out on
Delta are jOintly sponsoring a blood
Sept. 26 12 noon to 2 p .m. on
testing program in order to give 1 M. There is no fee for the testing.
anyone who might want this informa- REMEMBER : NO FAMILY OR
tion an opportunity to find out if he INDIVIDUAL ONCE TESTED NEED
or she is a carrier. This information EVER FEAR HAVING TAY-SACH
can be vitally important. If a person DISEASE IN THEIR CHILDREN OR
knows that he or she carries the Tay- BE RESTRICTED FROM HAVING
Sachs gene, they have nothing to HEALTHY OFFSPRING, REGARDworry about. Once informed, they LESS OF TEST RESULTS . DON'T
need never have a child with the GAMBLE WITH A CHILD'S LIFE .
disease or be restricted from having
by Debbi Kiipstein
I healthy children.
: Five minutes of time and a tea-

r

PLACEMENT OFFICE NOTES
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEW
PROGRAM
The On-Campus Interview Program will begin on Monday, September 26th . 216 third year students,
250 second year students and 7 first
year students will be partici pati ng in
the first round of interviews scheduled thru October 14,1977.
Additional employers will be on
campus from October 17 thru November 18, 1977. The second schedule of employers will be published
in the September 26th edition of
Hastings Weekly.
Interview preference sheets for the
second round of interviews will be
available in the Placement Office beginning Monday, September 26th .
The deadline for returning completed Interview Preference Sheets
wi II be 5:00 PM on Thursday, October6,1977 .

The Placement Office would like to
thank all students who volunteered
to assist with last week' s sign up procedures . We appreciate your assistance .
lOS ANGelES CITY A nORNEY'S
OFFICE

A representative of the Los Angeles City Attorney's Office will be
on campus on Tuesday, September
20th to speak to students about employment opportunities in the City
Attorney' s office .
All students interested in finding
out about the role and function of a
city attorney should plan on attending this informational meeting which
will be held from 12:40 to 1 :30 in
Room 207 GG . All students scheduled to interview with the LA City
Attorney should plan on attending
this introductory meeting .

LONE WOLF - NO CLUB TO DO
BENEFIT CONCERT!
Those rumors you heard last
Spring are true . Sonny Lorenzo and
the SewerTones, the sensation of last
year's Law Revue, are coming out of
retirement to perform one last concert at Hastings . Yes, and you know,
it better be their last because they
might otherwise get permanently
retired . Heh!
The ostensible purpose for this
extravaganza is to benefit the Hastings Rugby Club's trip to England
.and Wales, but we all know that
Sonny really loves to perform at our
fine alma mater. Why just last week
he told me, "Yeah, dat Pasty. Dere
all a buncha suckers ." Now what did
I tell you .
You won't want to miss this last
performance of the new King of
Rock 'n Roll. For your complete

entertainment, there will be a dance
following the show with music supplied by Bull's Hit, who played here
last year. Write down this date in
your calendars right now and save
your pennies . On Friday October
14th you can attend both the SewerTones concert from 7-9 p.m. and
dance from 9 p.m.-1 a .m., for a mere
$2 .50 advance ($3 at door) donation
to the Centennial Tour Fund . The
dance alone will be $1 .50 advance
($2 at door) . There will be liquid
refreshment gratis, and since it will
be poured by the Rugby Club you
know there is going to be plenty.
Come one, come all and be sure to
tell some friends . You can' t hear
Sonny again anywhere else and you
certainly can ' t beat such a night of
entertainment, so you won' t want to
miss it.

INTERVIEWING FORUM
The second annual Interviewing
Forum was successfully presented
on Thursday, September 8 to a
capacity audience in Classroom B.
As the interviewing season begins,
interested students received many
valuable tips from the alumni panel.
Organized by the Alumni Association ' s Placement Committee, chaired
by Paul H. Alvarado ' 64, the program concerned itself with prospects
for employment, obtaining an interview, informational resources (for
doing your homework before the
interview), resumes and cover letters, interview dynamics and objec-

tives, and the follow-up .
Many thanks go to the panelists
for their time and obvious preparation . The panelists were :
moderator
Edwin J . Zinman '72 San Francisco
Richard T. Bowles ' 69 San Francisco
Marcus D. Merchas in '72
San
Francisco
Jam ie H. Sutton '71 San Francisco
San
Kristian D. Wh itten '73
Francisco
For the unfortunate students who
missed the program, a syllabus may
be obtained in the Placement Office.

Community News
ASH UPDATE
For any who missed it, the A.S.H.
sponsored all-school party held in
Stern Grove Friday, September 2, was
a success . Backed by an endless
supply of beer, food and good dance
tunes, the party just got better as the
evening wore on . By the party's end
everyone seemed more than a little
impressed that they had had such .a
good time .
Thanks especially to the efforts of
Francine Zepeda , Jim MacMaster
and John Battey, just to mention a
few . The f)arty came off with scarcely
a hitch .
As part of its " never-ending " attempts to both respond to student
interests and occassionally divert the
students ' attention from the serious
business at hand, A.5.H . welcomes
any and all student ideas and feedback as to its activities. A.5.H.
meetings, regularly held on Fridays
at 11:40, are open meetings . Students are welcome to bring their
ideas to the Council, personally or
through their A.5.H . representative .
If this recent party is any indication,
there will be a lot to look forward to
this year arising out of the A.S.H.
by Susan Allison

ASH NOTICES

EALS:
SOOTHING
AND
STIMULATING
The East Asia law Society wishes
to introduce itself to the Hastings
community and invites all those who
share an interest in the Far East to
join us and sample the delicacies that
will be served up this year. EAlS
attempts to strike a comfortable
balance between scholarship and
good fun , providing a refuge of
san ity and center-ness for the harried law student. 10 this end we
sponsor a program of speakers and
activities designed to soothe and
stimulate . last year were presented,
inter alia, lectures on legal education
in Japan , trade relations with the
PRC and Taiwan, classical Chinese
dancers , and a day-long picnic at
Dean Riegger' s Sausalito home .
This semester will focus on China,
beginning Sept. 25 with a slide show
and lecture on a very recent trip
inside the People's Republic . Soon
to follow will be lectures on Taoism,
legal relations with China and assorted dinners . EAlS expects that
famed scholar and bid China Hand,
John B. Davies, who lived and
worked with the People's Liberation
Army in the days after the long
March and was a companion of Mao
Tse-Tung, will join us later in the
semester.
In addition, EAlS'.maintains contact with areas lawyers involved in
East Asian matters, who will help
those of us who desire to transform
their interest into careerform ,

TRY IT
,
YOU'LL LIKE IT

All students interested in serving on these committees should. submit their
name, phone and locker number, and their preference to the ASH secretary via
campus mail by this Friday, September 23, 1,9 77 , Qualification hearings will be
held on September 28th and 29th\ Check the Community Weekly.
FINANCIAL AID AND PLACEMENT COMMITTEE

Responsibilities:
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AU CLAIR DE LA LUNE
With the advent of a new school
year I have been informed that it is
time to place pen in hand and return
to the doldrums of singing hosannas
for America' s fastest growing amusement for idiots . After all, how
else can I expect to get both a writing
sample and " published" at this
juncture in my legal career?
Yes, I speak about Rugby Football, of course, the activity which all
first year minds turn to when they
consider the frustration building up
inside due to their inability to cope
with' the Socratic Method . How much
easier to erase " The law" from all
memory for a few fleeting moments ,
while rucking over helpless undergraduates or getting retribution in
advance against attorney members
of other clubs for the rejection letter
the enterprising student will most
surely receive . Or what about a
Faculty Select Side to take the pitch
against Hastings sole athletic representative in that timeworn tradition
of Faculty-Student contact sports, to
contest stamina on the field, just as
wits are contested in the classroom.
Always in the vanguard of student
organizations fulfilling their civic
duties at Hastings, the Rugby Football Club (R .F.C.) has also maintained a winning tradition over the '
past seasons as a glowing beacon to
the accomplishments of a handful of
" punks, drunks, and derelicts ." (An
appellation fondly bestowed upon the
Club by a renowned local Irish
philosopher.) After the formative
first two years when the Club was
experiencing growing pains, the
First XV has continually been moved
up to a more competitive league in
Northern California Rugby Union
because it has won three successive
league championships . Two more
sides are now fielded each week to

provide training in action for the uninitiated rugger alongside other Club
membe rs with varying degrees of
experie nce and intensity. In Rugby' s
great tradition , these elements have
combined to compete with success
against teams that swamped Hastings in its inaugural 1973 season .
All three sides are expected to have
good years against tough competition . An added benefit for all is the
apparent return of Coach Rufus
Boyett who recently attended a two
week Coaching Clinic in Wales .
The highlight of this coming season, and thusfar in the Club' s existence, is the Hastings Centennial
Rugby Tour over Spring break which
will ·culminate with the vaunted
Battle of Hastings on March 24,
1978 . Hastings R.F .C., U.S.A., 'will
play Hastings & Bexhill R.F.C.,
England in Sussex on that historic
date as the Navy and White continue
to praise the virtues of the oldest law
school West of the Mississippi, now
as global ambassadors . Another
highlight will be watching the Wales
vs. France International match at
Cardiff Arms Park on March 18. We
Quebecais will naturally be rooting
for the grandeur and glory of la
France, and will just as naturally be
trampled upon by 50,000 mad
Welsh, as these two sides play for
worldwide supremacy in perhaps the
maj:ch of the decade .
To learn more about the upcoming
tour and the sport of Rugby as
played by the lowest form of human,
the law student, please attend the
Rugby Club' s Introductory Meeting
on Thursday, September 22, in the
Commons at 5:00 p .m. Note also,
there will be Rugby' s traditional
Happy ｾ ｈｯｵｲ＠
and socializing . All,
that's right, All WELCOME!
Jacques de la Boite

ACADEMIC STANDARDS & POLICIES COMMITTEE

Responsibilities:

This ｃ＿ｾｴ･＠
ｳｾ｡ｬＮｭｫ･＠
recommendations to the faculty concerning:
1. PoliCIes and cntena for the granting of scholarships, loans, grants in aid or
other forms of financial aid to students'
2. Policies involving ｰｬ｡｣･ｾｮｴ＠
of students and placement of graduates of the
College. Although the administration shall have primary responsibility for
placement programs, the faculty may make policy recommendations with
respect to the placement process .
. (The committee shall not make decisions on individual applications for financial
Illd or placement.)
LAW LmRARY COMMITTEE

Responsibilities:
ｾｨ｡ｬ＠
make ｾ ･｣ｯｭｮ､｡ｴ
ｩ ｯｮｳ＠
to the faculty concerning:
This ｣ｯｭｩｴ･ｾ＠
1. General ｐｏｬｩｃｉｾｓ＠
of the ｾ｢ｲ｡ｹＬ＠
Ｎ ｾｨｩ｣＠
might include the following subjects,
among others. ｾＩ＠ acceSSIOn poliCIes ; b) budget preparation and support ; c)
access to matenals;
ｍ｡ｾ･ｲｳ＠
?f routine library administration shall remain the responsibility of the
Law Libranan .

LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE '

This committee shall make recommends.tions to the faculty concerning:
1. Policies and criteria for admission of new students to the first year class and
admitting transfer students ;
2. Policies and criteria for continuance in, and graduation from the College;
3. Policies regarding probation and dismissal of students for academic reasons '
4. Policies regarding the size of the entering class for the following ｡｣､･ｭｩｾ＠
year .
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

Responsibilities:
This committee shall make recommendations to the faculty concerning:
1. The establishment of any new course to be offered for credit , including
responsibility for determining the number of credit hours to be awarded,
｣ｾｭｴ･ｮ＠
o! the course, and method of presentation (e .g . seminar, class, prac. tlce trrunmg, etc.);
current course . whenever the proposed changes
2. !he modification of ｾｹ＠
mvolve number of credit hours, substantIal changes in scope or content or
method of presentation.
'
temporary or permanent cancellation of any course offered for credit.
3. ｾ･＠
(ASSIgnment of teachers to courses shall be the perogative of the Dean. )

Responsibilities:
. The committee Shall. focus .its primm:r ｡ｾｮｴｩｯ＠
on the period from 2 to 10 years
m the future. It shall mvestlgate the Implications of various sizes of the student
body.and faculty, ｡｣ｾ･ｭｩ＠
specialties, innovations in curriculum, degrees,
teaching ｭ･ｴｾｯ､ｳＬ＠
practIce programs, and physical plant . When the committee's
ｲ･ｃ＿ｾｮ､｡ｴｉｏｳ＠
are approved by the faculty and Board of Directors, these
poliCIes and plans shall be implemented to the fullest extent possible.
COMMITTEE ON DISQUALIFIED STUDENTS

Responsibilities:
This ｣ｯｾｴ･＠
shall have the power to hear petitions of students disqualified
for academlc reasons from continuing in law school or obtaining a degree and't
shall ｲｾ･ｮ､＠
to the faculty the action to be taken on each situation: and ｾｦ＠
ｲ･｡､ｊｮＡｳｬｯｾ＠
18 ｲｾｭ･ｮ､Ｌ＠
the conditions for such readmission. Generally the
COmmlttee s ､ｾＱＸｬｯｮｳ＠
are final; however, it may recommend appeal to the faculty.
Student COmmlttee members have no vote.

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS COMMITTEE

Responsibilities:
This committee shall ｾ｡ｫ･＠
recommendations to the faculty concerning:
1. ｐｲｯｰｳ｡ｬｾ＠
for .speclal programs for students who are disadvantaged for
reasons mvolvmg pre-law school background, ethnic differences, or other
ｲ･ｾｮｳ＠
..Such proposals may involve, among other factors: a) special adｭｬｳｴｾ｡ｉｶ･＠
treatment; b) special courses, tutoring programs or other
educational measures.
2. Act ｾ＠ liaison with other organizations, and with other faculty and student
cOmmltte?s on matters invo!ving disadvantaged students, and prepare
ｰｲｾｳ･ｮｴ｡ｉｏＬ＠
where appropnate, to obtain approval of other faculty commlttees for proposed programs.
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ATTORNEY
FEE STUDY
The State Bar's Board of Governors is due to receive a report next
week on an intensive, eight-month
study of attorney's fees, fee shifting,
and related matters.
The report will be presented by a
Special State Bar Committee on
Attorney's Fees and Costs during a
regular three-day meeting of the
Board which begins here Thursday,
September 8, at the Bar's Los
Angeles offices.
The Committee is making recommendations on several specific
items, including attorney's fees
award in workers ' compensation rehabilitation matters, cost award for
frivolous writ of review, whether
under the unemployment insurance
code litigants must be represented
by attorneys, and the use of the
attorney' s fees as punishment and as
sanctions .
The major question the Committee
will pose to the Board, however, is
whether the Committee should proceed with an attempt to resolve the
differences of opinion and serious
policy questions raised by the issue
of shifting attorney' s fees .
In its report, the Committee expressed the unanimous opinion that
there is a severe problem with the
"American rule" but questioned
whether the Committee or any other
State Bar group should tackle such
complex and far-reaching issues .
(Under the "American rule", successful litigants usually may not
recover attorney's fees from losing

parties as an item of costs - a
practice unique among the world's
legal systems. There are exceptions
to this rule, such as the Civil Rights
Attorney's Fees Awards Act of 1976
which permits a court to award
attorney's fees to successful parties
in civil rights suits involving descrimination in federal governmentrelated instances . But even though
the list of exceptions to the rule has
expanded in recent years, the nonrecoverability of attorney's fees is
still characteristic of the American
legal system.)

LEGAL SERVICES
Last month at a meeting hosted by
the American Bar Association Consortium on Legal Services and the
Public the topic of advertising was in
the background .
In two days of sessions in Washington, D.C., testimony was taken
from representatives of about twenty
consumer organizations, legalservices entities, government agencies, law schools, and bar associations .
Among the suggestions were :
• A. B.A. publication of a directory
of lawyers willing to accept cases
from clients in specified areas of
legal practice.
• A.B.A . efforts to get state ethical codes amended where necessary
so that credit cards could be used to
pay lawyers .
• Consumer participation on 'barassociation committees .
• Development of lawyer-referral
services in rural areas.
• Creation by the A.B.A. of a

committee on the legal needs of the
elderly.
The meeting was part of the public
phase of a critical review by the
consortium of A.B.A. activity in the
delivery field .
The consortium will submit a
discussion draft proposal for A.B.A.
action to a national conference of
state bar leaders in New Orleans in
December.

S.F. BAR
SEMINARS

The Barristers Club Saturday Seminar Committee has announced its
fall semester of programs in selected
areas of the law .
The schedule for this fall's Saturday Seminars is :
Law and Motion
October 1.
:n
Program participants: Judge Ira
Brown, Morrow Otis, Ann Miller
October 22.
Criminal Law
Madison, Wis .
Program participant: Jamie Sutton
Dane County voters have decided
November 19. Immigration
to remove Judge Archie Simonson
Program Participant : Douglas
from the bench for controversial ' Haffer
remarks he made during a hearing
December 3. Federal Practice
on a j uven iIe rape case.
Program Participants : to be anThe recall grew out of an attack by
nounced
three boys on a girl in a high school.
Most of the seminars will be held
stairwell. Before sentencing, Simonhere at Hastings from 9:00 a.m. until
son asked whether he should punish
1:00 p.m . Contact Diana Richmond,
severely someone who may be react391-3500.
ing normally to provocative dress
and sexual permissiveness .
KENT STATE
Simonson sentenced the youth to
one year in a state home for boys ,
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Wilbut told him he could stay home
liam Brennan has temporarily halted
under court supervis ion if he kept
construction of a proposed gymnasout of trouble .
ium at Kent State University near
Simonson, 52, faced five opponthe site where four students were
ents in a speCial election that made
shot to death in 1970.
him the first state official ousted
Brennan ' s action came after U.S.
from office since the recall amendSupreme Court Justice Potter Stewment was adopted in 1926.
ard refused to issue an order halting
Simonson was defeated by Voria
construction of the $6 million facility .
Krueger. The only woman running,
Opponents of the construction want
she announced her candidacy first
the site to be designated a national
and spent more than double the
memorial by the Interior Departamount spent by any other candidment .
ate .

JUDGE RECALLEu

WHAT'S THE LAWJ

I

THE CASE OF THE
SEXY HUSBAND

THE CASE OF THE
GENEROUS JUDGE

As far as Jake was concerned, his
wife Suzy was the most provacative
gal he had ever laid eyes on . Consequently, when he arrived home from
work earlier than usual one afternoon, he took one look at her and got
all kinds of ideas. The first one that
popped into his head was to put his
arms around her .
With the beds still not made, the
kitchen a mess and her hair still in
curlers, however, $uzy wanted no
part of her sexy husband, and she
strenuously fought off his advances.
Unfortunately, in doing so, she lost
her balance, fell to the floor and injured her back.
Outraged by the aggressive conduct of her husband, Suzy sued JaKe
for a divorce, alleging cruel and inhuman treatment.
"It's just not safe to live with
him," complained Suzy in court.
"He's a big bruiser, and he grabbed
me as if he was King Kong and I was
Fay Wray ."
"All I wanted was a little romance
from my wife," was Jake's answer.
"I had no intention to hurting her.
Early afternoon or not, she had no
right to fight me off ."
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you free Suzy from her sexy
husband?
This is how the judge ruled: NO!
The judge held that the circumstances surrounding Suzy's back injury did not amount to cruel and inhuman treatment. A husband, noted
the judge, in effect, has a right to be
physical to his wife. (Based upon a
1953 Iowa Supreme Court Decision.)

Judge Bean was firm in his convictions - and was generous in
handing them out. For example, he
sentenced Wally to 40 years in the
slammer for possessing and distributing approximately nine ounces ?f
marijuana. And, for good measure,
he fined Wally S2,OOO to boot .
Insisting that Judge Bean was
generous to a fault, Wally appealed
his sentence to a higher court.
"Sending me away for 40 years
because of a little marijuana," protested Wally, "is as outrageous as
ordering a motorist executed for a
parking violation . The average sentence in this state for my 'big crime'
is only three years - and attempted
murder, murder in the second degree and various forms of maiming
only bring 20 years . Consequently,
Judge Bean's sentence is unfair and
illegal. "
" Since a state has the right to prescribe the punishment for a crime,"
was the answer, "and since Judge
Bean's sentence was within the
limits prescribed, it was perfectly
legal. Thus, Wally has no choice but
to accept Judge Bean's generosity
gracefully . "
IF YOU WERE THE J VOGE,
would you uphold the sentence of the
generous judge?
This is how the judge ruled : NO!
The judge held that, while bearing
other considerations in mind, to sentence a man to 40 years in jail for
possessing and distributing only
nine ounces of marijuana - when the
average sentence is three years and
more serious crimes receive sen-

tences of less duration - the grave
disparity in sentencing constitutes
cruel and unusual punishment violative of the Eighth Amendment of
the Constitution . (Based upon a 1977
U.S. District Court Decision .)
THE CASE OF THE ZAPPED SOP
While some men are good or bad,
Wally was good and bad. While
hoisting a few in a saloon, he suddenly observed Mr. Hoople flashing
a roll of big bills and offered to give
him a ride home. Half-tanked, Mr.
Hoople readily accepted Wally's
kind offer, and with a "Hic! Hicl"
climbed into Wally's car.
Unfortunately, Mr. Hoople never
reached his destination . Along a
dark highway, Wally robbed and
dumped the sopped Mr . Hoople out
of his automobile . And a few minutes
later, as Mr . Hoople was zig-zagging
his way back along the highway, he
was zapped by a passing motorist
and was killed .
Ultimately hauled into court ,
Wally was not only charged with
robbery - he was charged with murdering Mr. Hoople as well.
" That' s crazy! " protested Wally
in court. " While I might not mind
stooping to robbery, I' m no murderer . I wouldn ' t even swat a fly! Mr.
Hoople was killed by some motorist,
not by me."
" That's what you say," responded
the district attorney, "but, as far as
I'm concerned, you're just as responsible for Mr. Hoople's demise
as if you had shot the poor old guy
right between the eyes ."
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you convict Wally of murder?

This is how the judge ruled : YES!
The judge held that Wally' s course
of conduct in robbing Mr. Hoople
and leaving him in a drunken condition on a dark highway was sufficient
to support a conviction of murder
(Based upon a 1973 New York
Supreme Court, A.D., Decision) .
THE CASE OF THE
SHRINKING EMPLOYEE
Nervous Ned suffered from psychological problems that plagued
him night and day. When he finally
began shaking like a pair of dice, he
applied for a Workman's Compensation award, claiming that all of his
problems were due to his job. In
turn, his employer insisted that Ned
undergo psychiatric treatment to
build up his emotional condition and
thus cut down on the amount of his
award .
"Not me," was Ned' s answer.
" I' m not going to any shrink .
They' re all wacky ."
" If you don ' t go," was his employer 's t hreat , " I' ll fight your
award and you won ' t get a red cent."
Having less confidence in psychiatry than in his boss' threat, Ned took
the matter to court, where his boss
continued to ins ist, " No treatments
- no benefi ts ."
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE ,
would you hold back on Ned' s
Workman' s Compensation benefits
unless he went to a shrink?
This is how the judge ruled : YES!
The judge held that an employee can
be denied Workman' s Compensation
benefits when he suffers from a psychiatric disorder and refuses to unCONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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IN FLIGHT
"INVITING UNION"
The sunlight crept gently into Raleigh's room ,
lay lightly upon his toes . He slept, until tickled by
the increasing heat, he opened his puffy eyes,
then propped himself up on his elbows . From this
angle, half bent toward the day and half resisting
it in favor of his warmly caressing bed, he
accepted the morning's greeting.
By Raleigh's count, the day already had three
things going for it. First, it was an enticingly
silky, wispy morning, with light cloud traces
skimming over a sky sown silvery-blue . Second,
he had slept a full eight hours . Around age nineteen , when the demands in each day had begun to
exceed the supply of time, Raleigh had discovered
his primal need for eight hours sleep . It became a
priority, a way of shutting out the tasks which
nagged him during his waking hours. He didn't
know whether the eight hours was a real of selfinduced requirement. But neither did he care.
Sleeping eight hours was fun .
Third, his day was his own, and he would spend
it, all of it, on Union Street.
.
In San Francisco, the heralded sixth sense is
the parking sense, an uncanny ability to perceive
a car's departure and slip into its space prior to
the ravenous charge of other parking-craved
drivers. Though his sense was not fully developed, Raleigh was a student of the an, and
through diligent study he had discerned high probability patterns in each neighborhood. His study
successful, he parked like a slanted sardine on
Fillmore, which rose steeply over Union, and
loped down to Union street.
Just as winds blow away mounds of eanh
packed around barky old tree trunks, exposing
ancient roots gripping the soil below, Union
Street's origins were laid bare by the clarifying
morning breeze . Raleigh could see that beneath
the piles of modern shops which cluttered the
street, a few of the pioneering antique stores
remained, sandwiched between the remnants of
the row of book stores which once fluttered their
pages before San Franciscans of the fIfties . Undeniably, the clothes stores too had survived, but
in a different mode . The fashionable shops
Raleigh saw were dressed for a promenade upon
Boulevard de St. Michel or Via Vittoria Veneto.
European airs ｡ｾ､＠
European flairs masked their
well-scrubbed American faces, as they browsed
for Pierre Cardin pullovers .
Two stunning Europeans strolled past, lent him
their cool glance . One was dark, with skin of olive
and brass, and walked in well-rehearsed seductive
steps. The other bounced, flung her auburn curls
in swirls round her, as she lifted along the
sidewalk. Two more striking women Raleigh had
never seen. Europeans? God , they had to be .
Unabashed, Raleigh swung around, overtook
them and addressed them in French. With a
coquettish smile, the auburn dazzler launched

into a near native tongue and left Raleigh,
dazzled, in the dust. He redirected the conversation, admitting the defeat of his high school
French, and found that both women were protessional models, Americans, but indeed, both had
lived in Paris.
She was busy just now, cooed the auburn
dazzler but could he call her sometime? Could
he?! Yｾｳ＠ he would certainly call her soon. And the
dark, fIercely cold companion he would also
encounter. Weeks later, as he paged through a
Macy's catalogue, her sea green eyes and svelte
fIgure would reappear in graceful poses, gloweringly beautiful. (And Raleigh, with untempered
adolescent enthusiasm would grow wide-eyed as
he discovered her olive skin shining forth beneath
a thin negligee. It covered her as though she were
lightly salted, for taste .)
Morning gave way to a sunny, convincing
afternoon; Raleigh walked on .
Perhaps he squeezed the people he encountered into concepts, or perhaps they were actually
conceptualized people . At any rate, as he drifted
past the antiques, boutiques, all very stylish, he
experienced a sudden vision, tugging at his
consciousness: a tall, slender woman in ginger
scented gingham dress, with long harvest blonde
hair cascading down her back. Were Eve created
in the image of Goddess, she would not have been
so perfect, so still, so serene . And his vision
showed her enshrined by a fertile garden.
Unbelieving, Raleigh (having stopped suddenly, he was jarred not only by the vision but by two
tourists who smacked into him) retraced his steps
and focused his skepticism down a long narrow
alleyway . There, bending at the waist to commune
with fragrant lilacs, stood his apparition . She waS
more than blonde, more than erect; in the most
poetic sense, she walked as beauty. Raleigh
gaped.
An inveterate opportunist, Raleigh would ordinarily have begun a polite conversation . About
blondes, lilacs, the weather-anything! (It was
not the first line, or second, that counted. It was
the spirit of the attempt, he knew, which led to
lasting, if initially abrupt, acquaintances.) But he
was touched. Nothing could approach her beauty,
and neither, therefore, could Raleigh. He inhaled
a fInal full impression , and left her presence,
uniquely satisfIed .
Raleigh cruised back and forth, fInally stopping
into Perty's, the first of the Union Street singles
establishments. East Coast influence was apparent there; he could have as easily been in a
Georgetown pub. Neatly fIt, colorfully knit sweaters clung to bodies paunchy with age and alcohol.
LaCoste shirts talked with Gucci shoes, names
and faces assuming far less importance. It was the
college crowd , ten years after, fresh from the
football game, but it was readily apparent that the
big game had been played ten years ago. Raleigh

made a perfunctory walk through the bar,
thinking how little it interested him. Were he
hungry, he thought, he could savor quiche
lorraine for a mere $5 .95. What a bargain. On
Union Street, customers pay for ambience,
although distasteful.
Retreating from the bar, Raleigh saw Union
Street as a cross between New Orleans, with its
gracefully sweeping branches enshrouding quaint
gas lamps, and a Disneyland avenue, brilliantly
illuminating a paper-mache facade. Or was it
more like trendy Westwood, his old UCLA
hangout? But Union Street, he noted, is a
Westwood for professionals. Hip scene replaced
by chic scene. Fox fur coats meandered by him,
arm in arm with tightly tailored three piece suits
laced together by gold watch chains. They were
the cocktail crowd, released just hours ago from
their confining jobs, but never fully released from
their binding, competitive lifestyles .
Happy hour over, the ultra-professional set left
the street and were replaced by lean and hungry
appetites, recently aroused, which roamed the
district after dark. Feeling such appetite himself,
Raleigh admitted his kinship to the pack. He
prowled, but subdy, into Coffee Cantata. The
cafe's soft brown tones relaxed him, so he tried to
satisfy his hunger indirectly, with a meal. In the
far corner, a woman with walnut-hued hair and
dachshund eyes smiled, just a bit.
Raleigh didn't like Union Street. He found the
glamor, glitter and women so strong, almost
intimidating. Such a public thoroughfare, he
thought, with everyone driving their bodies like
stickshifts, reaching for highest, most powerful
gear. Still, he was attracted by it, panicipated in
it, and was therefore puzzled by the duality of his
feelings.
"Are you dozing?" She smiled through her
puppy-dog eyes.
"It's O.K . if I join you, isn't it?" Raleigh warily
surveyed the woman, while she spoke to him:
She'd noticed his face agonizing over something,
she calmly explained, and as a psychologist was
empathetically drawn to him . Not too bad a line,
Raleigh thought, but since when did sensuous
brunettes have to hus-de?
Surprisingly, they fell into comfortable conversation, discussing his ambivalent attitude
toward Union Street. Her accepting demeanor
influenced him, and he became less strident. He
began to feel as though he could take Union
Street, despite its garish pretensions, and succumb to its appeal. In puckish gratitude, he
looked into the woman's bold brown eyes and
said, "You're so beautiful you're difficult to
resist.' ,
She answered simply, "Why should you
resist?"
- by Peter Nelson

1977 COPYRIGHT UPDATE
You have now completed your
dream work. It can be either a photograph, screenplay, record, poem or
whatever. You want to protect it.
You would like it copyrighted . The
copyright costs $6 and is most likely
one of the best legal deals. Filing a
copyright is relatively easy and can
be done without a lawyer's aid.
The copyright is a form of protection under federal law that gives
creators of literary, dramatic, musical and artistic and other intellectual
works, certain exclusive rights.
These include the right to print,
reprint and copy the work; sell or
distribute copies; transform, revise,
dramatize or translate it and perform
it in public.
You can claim a copyright if you
created the work. But if you were
hired to do it, your employer rather
than you is regarded as the author,
and he must claim the copyright. It is
not possible to get a blanket for
everything you produce. Each work

stories, cartoons, or columns pubmust be copyrighted individually.
The federal law has 14 categories lished in newspapers and magaof works which may be copyrighted . zines .
lectures. Unpublished oral works
While these seem to encompass just
about everything, according to the such as sermons, monologues, adCopyright OHice, the list is not dresses, recording scripts, and cerexclusive, and works that don't fit tain forms of television and radio
into one category or another may still scripts are covered here.
be copyrighted.
Dramatic and dramatic-musical
As described by the Copyright compositions. Published or unpublaw, the 14 categories are:
lished works such as plays for the
Books. This includes published stage, for filming, radio, television,
works of fiction and nonfiction, along with pantomimes, operas, balpoems, composite works, director- lets and the like are in this group.
ies, catalogues and other text matMusical compositions. This section
ter. Material "that appears as a covers unpublished or published
book, pamphlet, leaflet, card, single musical scores, with or without
page or the like," may be copy- words. Also included are new verrighted according to the agency's sions of musical compositions, such
information circular.
as adaptions, arrangements, and
Periodicals. Publications such as editing when they represent the
newspapers, magazines, reviews, original authoriship.
newsletters and so forth, provided
Maps. This represents atlases and
they appear under one title more charts, and such three-dimensional
than once a year are included, as are works as globes and relief models.
contributions to periodicals, such as
Works of art. You can copyright

published or unpublished works of
artistic craftmanship, but only their
form and not tbeir utiliarian or mechanical aspects . Jewelry, enamels,
glasswares, tapestries , and paintings are several examples of this
category .
Reproductions of works of art. If
you photograph, etch, draw or sculpt
an existing work of art in the same or
a diHerent medium, you can copyright your own published work although, of course, you have no coP,yright to what you are reproducing.
Technical drawinls or models.
Unpublished or published diagrams
or models, blueprints and so on, that
illustrate technical or scientific works
are covered here.
Photographs.
Published
or
unpublished photographic prints,
filmstrips, and slides can be copyrighted.
Prints, pictorial illustrations and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1S
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DISCO DOINGS

/

This column is devoted to a relatively new
record medium: the twelve inch single . This size
disc is used almost exclusively for disco releases .
Along with the resurgence of discos as a form of
diversion, disco music is experiencing unprecedented popularity.
Perhaps the most noticeable characteristics of
"disco" songs are their sensual, almost primal
rhythms and their blatant (better blatant than
latent) sexually oriented lyrics . Enumerated below are several of the hottest singles currently
being played in San Francisco discos.
I FEEL LOVE - Donna Summer (Casablanca). No
affectionado [sic) of disco music worth his or her
salt can claim lack of personal knowledge
regarding her music . This cut is one of the most
highly polished (to be read "overly-produced" )
songs ever to be created in a recording studio. It is
filled with tantalizing electronic gimmickry and
thoroughly lewd lyrics .
DO YA WANNAGET FUNKY WITH ME-Peter
Brown (T.K. Disco) . Speaking of lewd lyrics, this
song certainly contravenes contemporary community standards of candor. Prurient minds have
never had it so good. The flip side of the disc
contains an expanded version of the song's chorus
''I'm gonna set you on fire cause it's HOT." What
will Anita do when she discovers such trash being
produced in her own neighborhood?
CARRY ON, TURN ME ON - Space (United
Artists). Quickly emerging as a strong single is
this sleazy diddy by a United Artists studio
group . Essentially, a studio group is a loose (how
appropriate a description) affiliation of musicians
and singers who are thrust(?) together in a studio
by an enterprising producer with a hot song . The
lyricist here had the novel idea of scoring with
only a minimum of verbiage, to wit: "touch me ...
feel me" and a lot of groaning ala Donna
Summer.

LOVIN' IS REALLY MY GAME- Brainstorm
(Tabu) . This song has a very strong dance beat.
The lyrics are typical of disco songs, silly: "I can't
catch no man hangin' out at no discotheque! " In
its own way , though , the song is exciting and
infectious .
THIS WILL BE A NIGHT TO REMEMBEREddie Holman (Salsoul) . Interest in this song by
disco d.j. 's seems to be on the wane . It's a shame
since it is a nice blend of "dance" and " listening" music. Eddie sounds much like David Ruffin
at a much faster tempo . More than once it has
helped me face Secured Transactions by raiSing
my adrenalin early in the morning .
HOLD TIGHT - Vicki Sue Robinson (RCA) . This
excellent dance single is actually the flip side of
her long forgotten (thank goodness) TURN THE
BEAT AROUND . This side is filled with deceptive
cadences, which have become the new disco
arrangement gimmick. It is also well produced
and has a nice full sound , which means one
exposure at 100 decibels and you won't be able to
hear for two days .
As an art form , disco music has its place in
American culture . Its basic fast rhythms and
sexual lyrics seem to incite people to dance . Few
discos have any furniture, people seldom sit
down . On the one hand , perhaps it can be said
tpat the increasing popularity of discos and their
music is born of excess nervous energy and (what
Eric Serveraid calls) modern day frustrations . On
the other hand , the music is fun and disco dancing
is a lot of fun .
There are two excellent sources of twelve inch
disco singles in San Francisco . The lowest priced
is Tower Records . Which is odd when you
consider their price line is otherwise high . The
other source is Grammaphone Records on Polk .
Although they are slightly more expensive , they
keep a large stock on hand .

RENAISSANCE
PLEASURE FAIRE
The 11 th annual Renaissance Pleasure Faire
and Ha' Penny Market continues through September 25th in the warm foothills of Marin COUnty
near Novato . Complete with sunny skies , vast
amounts of food and drink , and enough bawdy
behavior for an average person , the faire provides
a full day of entertainment. But this comes at a
price .
The fa ire is well organized from dusty parking
lot to authentic beggars in the walkways . There
are numerous stage presentations throughout
the grounds and plenty of crafts . Yet all of this
suffers from one malady-it costs over 30 dollars
for the experience if you choose to eat and drink.
So armed with your Master Charge , consider a
day at the Renaissance Faire, where there is truly
high quality entertainment , at a high price .

- by Steve Brown

MUSIC IN YOUR EARS

After receiving his third ovation of the evening
guitarist Pat Metheny took the microphone and
breathed a sigh of relief. "This is the first show
we have played where the audience response has
been so tremendous, this is a joy." It is difficult to
imagine why his new quartet had not earned such
a response before. Their music, a blend of quiet
and sometimes romantic tones juxtaposed against
a group of musicians young enough to be brought
up with rock and roll, is extremely satisfying to
listen to.
At 23 Metheny is beginning to establish himself
as one of the leading young guitarists in jazz. He
recently began his flCSt tour fronting his own
quarret also featuring Dan Gottleib on drums,
Lyle Mays on piano, and Mark Egan on bass.
They recently performed at the Great American

Music Hall. Although Metheny has recorded two
solo albums, this represents a major step in his
career, breaking away from his previous associations with the Gary Burton Quintet.
Metheny's most recent album, "Watercolors,"
is a good representation of his growing talents.
With basically the same quartet, except for
Eberhard Weber on bass, Metheny provides an
album that is easy to listen to, but never dull.
He often employs a technique similar to many
pianists, taking a chord progression and building
it into a wall of sound where the chords take on
rhythmic dimensions. He then counters with more
traditional jazz runs up and down the frets. The
albums and the show are indicative of a new talent
on the jazz scene. As he continues to grow,
Metheny will become one of the leading young
guitarists in jazz.

GRATEFUL DEAD- TERRAPIN ST ATlON
If you are a Grateful Dead fan you probably own
this album by now. If not, you may be in for a
pleasant surprise .
I for one have never understood the mania that
grips the so-called "dead-head." Truly one of the
most fantastic cults in rock, they have purchased
anything this group would release en masse.
Honestly though, it is hard to remember a decent
Dead album since AMERICAN BEAUTY and
possibly parts of EUROPE 72.
Recently Dead albums have been marked by a
lack of direction and a generally lax sound.
Outside producer Keith Olsen (who did FLEETWOOD MAC) was brought in to remedy this .
Together, they have produced the first listenable
Dead album in the past five years .
Still much of it does not work . " Dancing in the
Streets" does not fit their style, and much of the
eighteen minute title track that fills side 2 sounds
tOO much like THICK AS A BRICK for comfort.
On the other hand , the album does reflect the
great amount of work put in by individual
members of the band .
Bob Weir's vocals on the opening track,
" Estimate Prophet," sound better than I have
ever heard him . The harmonies are tight and the
musicianship is rehearsed and greatly improved.
This may not be the comeback album of the Dead,
but it certainly beats 18 minutes of " Dark Star."
UPCOMING LIVE SHOWS
At Keystone Korner: Sept. 20-25, Art Blakey
and theJazz Messengers . Oct. 4-9, YusefLateef.
At Great American Music Hall: Sept. 23-24,
Great Guitars , featuring Charlie Byrd , Herb Ellis,
and Barney Kessel. Sept. 25-26 , Stomu Yamashta's Go. Sept. 27- 28 , Jack DeJohnette's
Directions. Sept. 3D-Oct. I , Norton Buffalo
Stampede.

OBSCENITY RIDES AGAIN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

(a) whether the 'average person, applying contemporary communiry standards ' would find
that the work , taken as a whole, appeals to
prurient interest ... ; {b) whether the .work depicts or describes , in a patently offensive way ,
sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work,
taken as a whole , lacks serious literary, artistic,
political, or scientific value.
The Court said that the MIller test "makes clear
that contemporary community standards take on
meaning only when they are considered with
reference to the underlying questions of fact that
must be resolved in an obsceniry case . "The test
itself shows that appeal to the prurient interest is
one such question of fact for the jury to resolve ."
The Court said the jury was entitled to rely on
its own knowledge of communiry standards and
that state legislative determinations were not
binding.
Noting the analogy between "contemporary
communiry standards" and "reasonableness,"
the Court observed that, "It would be just as inappropriate for a legislature to attempt to freeze
a jury to one definition of reasonableness as it
would be for a legislature to try to define the contemporary communiry standard of prurient interest or patent offensiveness, if it were even possible for such a definition to be formulated."
The Court said that the fact that the mailings
were intrastate was immaterial, and it denied that
its decision would have the practical effect of nul·
iifying. state law. "We hold only that the Iowa
statute is not conclusive as to the issue of contemporary communiry standards for appeal to prurient interest and patent offensiveness," it said.
"Those are questions for the jury to decide in its
traditional role as fact finder."
Justice Brennan, joined by Justices Stewart and
Marshall, dissented, repeating in a short note
his earlier view that Section 1461 is "clearly overbroad and unconstitutional on its face ."
Justice Stevens dissented, expressing the view
that "a federal statute defining a criminal offense
should prescribe a uniform standard applicable
throughout the country."
He pointed out that "a substantial body of evidence and decisional law" could have evolved
with the use of a national standard, but the" derivation of the relevant communiry standard for
each of our countless communities is necessarily
dependent on the perceptions of the individuals
who happen to comprise the jury in a given case ."
The record, he added, never discloses the
obscenity standards that jurors actually apply,
and so their decisions are " effectively unreviewable by an appellate court."
DIRT: YOU DON'T SAY
The second obsceniry decision was Splawn v.
CalIfornia, 431 U.S. ,52 L.Ed .2d 606, 97 S.Ct.
1987 , 45 U.S .L.W. 4574, decided June 6. In it the
Court upheld the misdemeanor conviction of a
California man for selling two reels of obscene
film.

/lOne of the strongest arguments
against regulating obscenity through
criminal law is the inherent vagueness
of the obscenity concept. "
- Justice Stevens

He objected to a jury instruction that allowed
the jurors to consider whether the film was being
sold as sexually provocative . He also complained
that the instruction was given pursuant to a
statute that was enacted after the sales and therefore violated the constitutional prohibition against
ex post facto laws.
The challenged instruction was one that told the
jurors that in "determining the question of
whether the allegedly obscene matter is utterly
without redeeming social importance, you may
consider the circumstances of sale and distribution, and particularly whether such circumstances
indicate that the matter was being commercially
exploited by the defendants for the sake of its
., If you conclude that the
prurient appeal
purveyor's sole emphasis is in the sexually
provocative aspect of the publication, that fact can
justify the conclusion that the matter is utterly
without redeeming social importance ."

. Justice Rehnquist, speaking for the Court, said
that there "is no doubt that as a matter of First
Amendment'obsceniry law, evidence of pandering
to prurient interests in the creation, promotion, or
dissemination of material is relevant in determining whether the material is obscene, citing
Hamling v. United States, 418 U.S. 87 (1974), a
case involving the mailing of an illustrated advertisement for the report of the President's Commission on Obsceniry and Pornography, and
Ginzburg v. United States, 383 U.S. 463 (1966),
which upheld the conviction of the publisher of
Eros for "pandering" salacious material.
Both those decisions dealt with prosecutions for
violation of federal laws, the Court noted, in
which the Court's authoriry to review jury
instructions is a great deal broader than it is over
state instructions. In the latter, the Court is
limited to constitutional review, and there was
clearly no abridgment of the petitioner's First
Amendment rights in the ins.truction given here,
the Court said.
As for the ex post facto question, the Court said
that the statute under which the instruction was
given did not create any rype of new substantive
offense but merely declared what rype of evidence
could be considered .
The California Court of Appeal had rejected the
contention that this change in procedural rules
was an ex post facto law in violation of Article I,
Section 9, clause 3, of the Constitution.

liThe specificity requirement as described in Miller held out the promise
of a principled effort to respond to that
argument. By abandoning that effort
.today, the Court withdraws the cornerstone of the Miller structure and, undoubtedly, hastens its ' ultimate
downfall. "
- Justice Stevens

The Court pointed out that the state court's determination of state law was entitled to great
weight, and the Court accepted its conclusion .
Justices Brennan and Stewart, joined by Justice
Marshall, and joining with each other, wrote short
notes of dissent, Justice Brennan saying that the
statute under which the petitioner was convicted
was "unconstitutionally overbroad, and therefore
- invalid on its face," while Justice Stewart stated
that the statute was "constitutionally invalid on
its face."
Justice Stevens dissented, joined by Justices
Brennan, Stewart, and Marshall, saying that the
instruction permitted the jury to determine that
the films sold by the petitioner had some social
significance and therefore were not obscene, but
nevertheless allowed the jury to find him guilty
because they were "advertised and sold as 'sexually provocative.''' "A conviction pursuant to
such an instruction should not be allowed to
stand," he declared.
In the California case the Court upheld a conviction for selling obscene film even though the
trial judge instructed the jury it could infer
obscenity if it found that the purveyor had touted
the film as sexually provocative.

The Illinois case held that the Illinois obsceniry
statute was constitutional in spite of the fact that
it did not specify what rypes of materials were illegal.
The Iowa case was a federal prosecution for
violation of the Comstock Act, and the Court upheld the conviction of a man who mailed sexually
explicit materials. There was no Iowa statute prohibiting this, but the Court ruled that the
applicable "communiry standards" were to be set
by the jury and that a legislative definition was
not controlling .
Both the Iowa and Illinois cases seem to have
the effect of attenuating the second MIller standard if indeed it is not altogether eliminated. The
result may be that obscenity is whatever a jury
finds of prurient interest and without literary or
other value, although there is language in the
Iowa case that suggests that the latter is still a
question of law for an appellate court to
determine.
Justice Stevens, who wrote strong dissents in
all three cases, suggests in the Illinois case that
the Court has gone so far that the whole Miller
doctrine will soon fall,. and he may be right.

COMSTOCK RIDES AGAIN
The first obscenity decision was Smith v.
United States, 431 U.S. ,52 L.Ed. 2d 324, 97
S.Ct. 1756,45 U.S.L.W. 4495, decided May 23.
The decision upheld the federal conviction of an
Iowa man for mailing obscene material intrastate
even though there was no state law prohibiting
the distribution of obscene materials to adults.
The Court said that it was up to the jury to determine whether the material in question was
obscene under "applicable community
standards. "

USSC Explores Obscenity
and the First Amendment
"THAT'S it> iAkE CARE OF 08SCEN/1"V CASES'
Smith was convicted of mailing obscene material to addresses in Iowa, at the request of postal
inspectors who were using fictitious names. The
mailings consisted of a magazine containing pictures of nude couples engaging in various kinds of
sexual intercourse and films (one entitled Lovelace, the other TeTTonzed Virgin) also depicting
sexual intercourse.
The only Iowa statute prohibiting the distribution of obscene material in force at the time applied only to dissemination to children under
eighteen. Smith was found guilry of seven counts
of violating 18 U.S.c. §1461, which makes unmailable "[e]very obscene, lewd, lascivious, indecent, filthy or vile article, matter, thing, device,
or substance" and makes it a felony to deposit
that material in the mails. Smith received concurrent three-year terms on each count. All but three
months was suspended, and he was placed on
probation. The Eighth Circuit affirmed.
Justice Blackmun wrote for the Supreme Couct.
The Court relied largely on the "basic guidelines" for the trier of fact in determining obsceniry laid down by Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15
(1973): "(a) whether 'the average person, applying contemporary community standards' would
find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to
the prurient interest . .. ; (b) whether the work
depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way,
sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken
as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value."

BOOKS: 'LIP SERVICE' TO FREEDOM

The third obsceniry case, Ward v. Illinois, 43 :
U.S. , 52 L.Ed.2d 738, 97 S.Ct. 2085, 4:
U.S.L.W. 4623, decided June 9, upheld th(
constitutionaliry of Illinois' obsceniry statute, ｾ＠
statute that had been upheld by the Illinois Suo
preme Court but ruled unconstitutional by ｾ＠
three-judge district court .
The Illinois statute defines obsceniry as mater
ial that "if, considered as a whole, its predomi
nant appeal is to prurient interest, that is, ｾ＠
shameful or morbid interest in nudiry, sex or ex
cretion, and if it goes substantially beyond cus·
tomary limits of candor in description or repre·
sentation of such matters . . ."

Ward, the operator of an "adult book store" in
Peoria, was convicted for violating this statutI:
after he sold cwo books entitled BizaTTe World and
mustrated Case Histories, a Study of SadoMasochism, both dealing with sado-masochistic
material.

Washtnqlon Post

On appeal, Ward raised four issues , all which
the Court rejected in its opinion, which was written by Justice White : (1) the Illinois statute was
unconstitutionally vague because it gave no notice
that materials of the sort at issue were the kind of
materials that were prohibited ; (2) sado masochistic materials were not included in the
examples given in M,iler of the rype of depiction
that states could constitutionally prohibit, and so
could not be constitutionally proscribed ; (3) the
materials were not obscene under the three-part
test of Miller; and (4) the Illinois statute did not
conform to the Miller requirement that a state obsceniry law must specify the kinds of sexual conduct that may not be depicted .
The Court said that the first issue was "wholly
without merit," because sado-masochistic materials had been expressly held to violate the Illinois
statute long before Miller. As for the second issue, the Court said that the examples set forth in
Miller were not meant to be exhaustive. The
Court dismissed the third issue by saying that it
was foreclosed by Mishkin v. New York, 383 U.S.
502 (1966), which upheld convictions for publishing a large number of books dealing with many
forms of sexual activity, including sadomasochism, fetishism, and homosexualiry . As for
the fourth issue, tHe Court said that Illinois had
complied with Miller when the Illinois Supreme

Court construed the statute to incorporate the tripartite standard of Memoirs v. Massachusetts,
383 U.S. 413 (1 966) , and the Miller guidelines .
" [T]here is no reason to doubt that, in incorporating the guideline as part of the law ," the Court
said , " the Illinois court intended as well to adopt
the MIller examples , which gave substantive
meamng to [the Illinois statute] by indicating the
kinds of materials within its reach ."
Justice Brennan , joined by Justice Stewart,
noted again that he dissented on the ground that
the statute was "clearly overbroad and unconstitutional on its face" as well as on the grounds
stated by Justice Stevens.
Justice Stevens, joined by Justices Brennan,
Stewart and Marshall , dissented , taking the position that Illinois had paid only "lip service" to the
requirement of specificiry in Miller. The Illinois
court made it clear that its statute covers all the
Miller examples , he said, but had not stated that
the statute was limited to those or to any other
specifically defined category.
WRAPUP

The impact of the three decisions has yet to be
felt. Only a critical application of Smith, Splown,
and Ward can prevent the death of Miller. The
problem of obsceniry will not go away ; it must be
faced, and unforcunately, it must be seen.

Opinion
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor:
This past summer I was involved
in an incident with the Hastings administration which demonstrates
that some members of the administration here should learn a little
about the law themselves .
At the beginning of June I took the
job of managing the Ramona Apartments at 260 McAllister. This property had been acquired to make room
for school expansion. I attended
summer school and occupied a modest unit in the building as I discharged my duties as manager.
Everything ran smoothly until
Diane Albrecht descended upon me.
This woman is an independent consultant working for Hastings business manager Dan Litowski. She is in
charge of the relocation of the tenants who will be displaced by the
Law Center.
This person is incompetent. I know
this first hand as I saw her singlehandedly create total chaos on the
block. She would bark orders at all
the managers which were usually incomprehensible, wrong, or useless .
She refused to discuss the overall
plans with me on several occasions . I
ignored this treatment as best I could
until the week of my final exams .
On Monday of that week (I had
both my exams the following Friday)
I was told by Ms . Albrecht that I was
to do extensive work on a room that
was being remodeled. I told her
about my exams and that I would do
the work after Friday . She said that it
could not wait but refused to tell me
why . I asked her if the Hastings
maintenance crew that was working
on the apartment could do it for me .
She said I would be fired if I didn't
do it myself before Friday. I decided
that I would rather lose my job than
let my G.P.A. suffer.
On Tuesday I was relieved of my
duties as manager of the Ramona
Apartments.
On Wednesday Dan Litowski visited my apartment and ordered me to
vacate the premises by the end of the
weekend. I told him that I was a tenant and he could not evict me this

way . He said I was not a tenant and
left abruptly .
After my exams I began looking
for a new place to live and purchased
cardboard boxes to move my personal property. On Wednesday, one
week after the first visit, Mr. Litowski came to my apartment with Ms .
Albrecht. He asked me why I was
still occupying the unit and I told him
that I lived there. He then told me
that my locks were to be changed
that afternoon and that I could get
the key from the new manager when
I wanted to get my things . I told him
he couldn't do that but he stormed
away without the slightest attempt to
negotiate. A Hastings employee was
in the building with instructions to
change my lock when I called the
Committee Against School Expansion and asked Ms . Nancy Lenvin to
help me. Luckily she was able to
reach Mr. Walter McGuire and stop
the "lock-out."
Having failed to illegally lock me
out of my own home, Mr. Litowski
sent me a thirty days notice to vacate
and a bill for $180.00 (rent and related charges). By this time I was
starting to get pretty mad .
I retained legal counsel through
the San Francisco Lawyer's Committee . He negotiated a settlement
agreement that I would vacate on the
date sp'ecified in the thirty days notice and the claims for $180.00 would
be dropped.
If there is a moral to this story, it is
that people who are in a position like
the one Mr . Litowski was in should
consider negotiation as the best
course of action instead of trying to
push people around and abuse their
legal rights . I also want to publicly
thank the Lawyers' Committee. It is
made up of · young attorneys from
fine downtown firms who donate
their time to help people fight back.
The Lawyers' Committee meets from
6:00 until 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday
nights at the Salvation Army Family
Help Center on the corner of Valencia and Duboce.
by John C. Burton, '79
8/29/77

Dear Editor,
Like most people I deplore injustice and despise thieves . Unfortunately, several of my colleagues informed me that they were ripped off
at the ASH Book Exchange by some
non-deserving cheating crooks, who
took it upon themselves to show us
that there are some amongst us who
wouldn't think twice before stabbing
a friend in the back. Regrettably the
thieves subtract from ol!lr collective
integrity because as law students we
owe a special responsibility to our
future profession and to ourselves to
protect and maintain our image as
law abiding citizens .
The Book Exchange provides an
important service to the student
body. It is a chance to share expenses, profit, give and take. It is a
shame that not everyone can maintain that order.
by Pulverman

Dear Editor,
We would like to alert the Hastings community to an upcoming FCC:
decision which could seriously affect
citizens' rights in broadcasting. San
Francisco's unique Big Band, and
other 20's-40's music station, KMPX
FM (107) is in jeopardy. CBS, which
wants KEAR's spot on the dial, has
set up a complicated transfer application which would cause KMPX to
cease broadcasti ng. CBS wants
KEAR's spot because KEAR has
80,000 watts in comparision to CBS's
present strength of 4,000 watts.
KEAR would take over KMPX's spot
on the dial causing KMPX to be
bounced off the air.
The KMpX Listeners' Guild filed a
Petition to Deny Assignment of license . Its subsequent filings have
kept the station on the air ten months
after the transfer was originally to

take place . The upcoming FCC decision would either grant a public
hearing or grant the application . In
the case of granting the application,
the KMPX Listeners' Guild would
go to the Court of Appeals to ask that
the FCC be compelled to grant a
hearing . The court has done so in
similar unique format cases, holdｩｮｧｾｴｨ･＠
FCC is attempting to evade.
Either procedure, the public hearing or presenting the case to the
Court of Appeals, will cost at least
$50,000. As a consequence, various
fundraising events are planned . The
latest effort is the benefit group
tickets to the Helen Forrest and
Harry J ames Dance at the Concord
Pavilion, Sunday, September 25. The
special tickets cost $7.50, two dollars
of which is tax-deductible. For tickets and more information, call the
Concord Pavilion Group Sales Office:
671-3285 . Contributions are welcome
for the newletter, as well as for the
fund for the possible hearing or court
proceedings .
A work-study position is available
via Hastings' contract with the
Women's History Research Center
(WHRC), a tax-exempt foundation.
The WHRC is running the publicity
campaign - honoring Bessie Smith
et al. - which is why all contributions are tax-deductible . For inquiries concerning the position and the
SAVE KMPX campaign, please
write or call : WHRC, 2325 Oak St.,
Berkeley, CA 94708, or 548-1770.
Volunteers for legal research and
publicity are most welcome.
Signed,
David Monthie, KMPX Listeners'
Guild Legal Worker
Laura X, President WHRC

EDITOR'S NOTE: To complicate
matters, the N.Y. owners of KMPX,
who stand to lose $1 million if this
deal does not go through, have
placed a gag order on the staff of
KMPX, who are the brains behind
this format.

BATES IMPACT
Examination of the response by
attorneys since the June 27 Bates
decision holding that advertising by
lawyers is legal under the cloak of
the First Amendment, discloses that
very little has happened to undermine professional dignity, thwart the

tion and a refreshingly candid batch is the trend in Los Angeles. The page
of radio and television spots. The display of attorney ads in the Los
summer reaction to Bates must be Angeles Times provides valuable
characterized as moderate.
insights.
America's 400,000 plus attorneys
In sum, by more than a seven-toare not queueing up to submit their one ratio, it appears that attorneys
ad copy for the afternoon edition. are eager to tell the public what kind
<>f legal experience or specialty they
have to sell. Attorneys are not very
interested thus far in divulging how
much they charge for work in given
fields. The absence of price information should not be too surprising.
Legal clinics, which are few in
number, desire to demonstrate that
they can provide legal services at a
low cost. Traditional or Large Practitioners, and those with few or no
Newspapers and State Bar Associa- cost/pricing advantages to espouse,
tions report an ever-rising ground- would naturally avoid the pricing
swell of interest in the rules and issue.
We really don't ｫｮｾ＠
.what ｴｾ･＠
regulations set by the organization,
but this curiousity has not been futu,e of attorney advertiSing has ｾｮ＠
.
store. Hopefully we can take heart In
ｴｾ｡ｮｳｬ･､＠
Into much phototypeset _ the words of Peter Roper, chairman
Imeage.
.
Bar Assocla
. t'Ion
.
0 f t he A meflcan
One of the best indications thus far

Advertising is the traditional mechanism in a free market economy for a
supplier to inform a potential purchaser
of the availability and terms of exchange."
Justice Blackmun.
II

administration of justice, or con the
public. That is not to say the average
attorney would be expected to mimic
"car king" Cal Worthington sans
Spot.
In reality there has been no great
rush to advertise. There has been
newspaper advertiSing in modera-

section of Bar Activities when ｨｾ＠
says that "lawyers are hardly the
venal characters the public makes
them out to be. They are more
concerned with personal ethics, even
when there is clearly no problem of
professional ethics, than most persons would imagine."
It is possible that attorney advertising will move towards the outrageous, but thus far there has been
no indication of such a trend. As long
as attorney claimS do not enter the
arenas of quality claims, creativity
claims, and guarantees, we should
be able to uphold professional dignity and secure a fair administration
of justice.
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HASTINGS TELEVISION OFFICE
Dick Dillman and Cathy Flint
operate the Hastings Television Office at 305 Colden Cate. They are responsible not only for the commercials that flash onto the overhead
screens, located in a number of the
classrooms, but for a vast array of
educational programs. Dick claims
that the Prosser video-tape library is
the most complete of its kind in the
country.
As we toured the facilities, I grew
aware of what was to come in an
electronic legal education. The HTO
offers more audio-visual services to
lawyers and students west of the
Rockies than any other law school.
The service is availalbe to all faculty,
students, and alumni, free of charge
on a time-available basis. Records
show that over 400 persons took advantage of this fortunate opportunity
within the past year.
The HTO began nearly six years
ago when Dick proffered the idea of
expanding the use of television in the
law. Donations were made to Hastings in the name of John E. Parks,
IV, to expand a video-tape library.
Professor Cordon Van Kessel, director of the Hastings Clinical Program in Criminal Law, sponsored the
design and installation of the equipment we have today.
Dick came to Hastings as no
novice. Although he studied communications at San Francisco State
University, his major growth in the
fields of radio and TV was on his
own.
Some years ago, Dick developed a
local radio station, KPOO. He says
that his 8-5 stint at Hastings doesn/t
satisfy his need to explore the use of
radio and TV communications. This
summer he developed a telecommunications system for Creenpeace, a noted environmental group
that has generated a campaign to
save the whales and seals.

The HTO/s services are used extensively in the classroom: Hastings'
trial evidence seminars, personal injury litigation clinics, and criminal
justice clinics rely heavily on these
services. The Constitutional law
Quarterly has used the videotape
facilities to record a recent Constitutional Law conference held at Hastings. The College of Advocacy has
had its past six summer programs
taped and filed at the video-tape
library. There is also a viewing room
at the HTO, where classes and individuals are free to view tapes at any
time, 8:30 to 5:00/ Monday through
Friday.
The HTO is not limited to strictly
substantive legal topics . At least
once a week, Dick and Cathy' s commercials flash onto the overhead
TVs installed in a number of the
large classrooms. What appears as a
simple 45 second commercial can
take nearly half a day to prepare and
record. Each TV commercial involves
the use of a Y. inch video cassette, a
reel to reel recorder, switch monitors/ patch panels, and studio
camera.
This service is open to all students
provided there is staff time available. Also a number of classic favorites are offered for your viewing
enjoyment: "Casablanca/" Betty
Boop cartoons, a number of feminist
programs, Nixon's last public
speech, and of course, "Deep
Torts.
II

RELOCATION
Currently there are plans to move
the HTO to the basement of the
McAllister building. Dick hopes to
get this spot since the alternative is
to move headquarters into the Colden Cate theatre, located near the intersection of Colden Cate and Mar·
ket St. The CC theatre is huddled
amidst other movie houses, porn 0-

plans to record Prof. Irving Younger
who will speak at Hastings . Younger
has been a professor of law at New
York University, Columbia, and
Cornell.
As soon as physical space is available/ Hastings hopes to house the
National Center for Television and
the Law. Plans now call for the installation of individual televisionequipped study carrels and a revolutionary Hastings-to-home exclusive
station to broadcast radio and/or TV
programs to individuals and study
groups off campus.
/ 'These are some of the basic ideas
we/re following . The technology is
available for transmitting classroom
Dick speaks of the future of the lectures or off-campus symposia to
HTO with a glint of excitement in his . Hastings monitors and ultimately
eyes. "Through the vast generosity students' homes, concluded Dick.
of Dean Anderson we are now
Dick and Cathy invite you to their
equipped with a complete color offices to share ideas for the future of
video-tape system/" said Dick. His the media and the law.
first opportunity to use this equipby R.J. Pulverman
ment will be in October, ｷｨｾｮ＠
he

latex stores, and peep galleries.
In order for the television office to
achieve its greatest potential, it must
maintain a proximity to Hastings. If
the HTO is moved to the basement at
McAllister, then Dick and Cathy will
set up a push-button monitor system
that will operate in any room with
mdximum efficiency.
To move the offices to the CC
theatre would require Dick to wheel
his expensive equipment through the
Tenderloin in order to film any given
event at Hastings . In short, it would
be a disservice indeed to move the
HTO several blocks from home base.
,

I

,

I
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Iwe QUOTAS: ANOTHER STAB AT
WHALE HUNTING
The 29th annual International Whaling Commission (IWC) concluded a week-long meeting in
Canberra, Australia, last month by calling for a
reduction in the 1978 overall harvest of whales by
36 percent. The 16·member Commission recommended a 90 percent reduction in the quota for
sperm whales in the North Pacific and a full
moratorium on killing of the bowhead whale in the
North Pacific. The total allowable quota for the
1977-78 season was set at 17,839 whales, the lowest kill linllt in the Commission's history.
As expected, conservation-oriented nations and
industry-inclined members resumed their longstanding disputes over the quotas, with Japanese
and Russian delegates, whose factory fleets ac·
count for 80 percent of the world's whaling, leading the industry side. Japan has circumvented
IWC quotas in the past by importing thousands of
tons of whale meat from nations that refuse to join
IWC or respect its quotas. A 90-day period has
been left open following the close of this year's

IWC conference for nations to fIle formal objections to the quotas, and it is uncertain whether
any nation will do so. Whether any protests are
fIled, the dissident nations won agreement for a
special review of the quotas later in the year if
new evidence is produced to show the species involved are not suffering from over.hunting.
The zero quota for bowhead whales recom·
mended by the IWC Scientific Committee is sig.
nificant for the United States, which is in a precarious position regarding this species because
Alaskan Eskimos are allowed to kill the animal for
subsistence hunting. Although the Eskimo kill
amounts to only about 100 whales annually, many
scientists who consider this the most highly endangered whale species believe the take is too
high. However, observers have expressed the be·
lief that the U.S. may perrnit hunting of the bow·
head this year because the season ends before the
90-day protest period winds down. Future restrictions on bowhead hunting are a possibiliry.

Japan was the lone dissenter 10 another resolution passed by the IWC that could have a
healthy impact on whale stocks . The Commission
agreed to a resolution urging IWC countries to
ban the import of whale products from nonmembers. This is significant because the inabiliry
of the IWC to stop Japan from exploiting that
loophole in the international agreement in past
years has weakened efforts to put whaling on a
sound scientific basis .
Thomas L. Kimball, NWF's executive vice
president and a member of the U.S . delegation,
expressed support for the IWC recommendations
and the significant cut in quotas approved by the
members.
He was joined by Dr. William Aeon, U.S. Commissioner to the IWC, who called the Com·
mission's actions "a victory for conscientious
protection of the world's whales, based on sound
science. "
byD.D. Wood
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dergo psychiatric treatment that is
likely to improve his condition and
which involves no serious suffering
or danger to himself . (Based upon a
1962 Florida Supreme Court
Decision .)
THE CASE OF THE
UNLEARNED LESSONS

While some are content to grow
old gracefully, aged Aggie wanted to
learn all the new dance steps . Carried away by the enthusiasm of her
friendly dancemaster, she signed a
contract with her local dance studio
for no less than 10,000 lessons . Before she could take the first one,
however, she died and had to be
carried away by her friendly undertaker .
And before you could say "One,
two, three, step" the executor of
Aggie' s estate demanded the return
of all the money Aggie had paid for
her unused lessons.
" Obviously," the executor pointed out, " the lessons are no longer of
any earthly value to Aggie. Besides,
it was absurd for her to have signed
up for 10,000 lessons in the first
place."
"I didn't force her to contract for
those les'sons," responded the
dancemaster, "and I didn't tell her
to die. Since I' m still ready and
willing to give her the lessons - even
through a medium - I have every
the money paid."
right to ｲ･ｴ｡ｾｮ＠
The dispute ended up in court.

IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you order Aggie's money .to be
refunded?
This is how the judge ruled: YES!
The judge held that legal contracts
are generally binding upon people
and their estates and courts will not
become involved in the wisdom or
folly of the provisions they contain .
However, added the judge, a contract for personalized services is
predicated on the ability of one party
to give and the other party to receive
such services . In this case, concluded the judge, with Aggie having departed , that' s not possible and the
contract must fall. (Based upon a
1965 Louisiana Court of Appeals
Decision .)
THE CASE OF THE
UNGALLANT CABBIE

Myra ' s eyesight was so bad that
not even antennae could have improved her reception . And it was a
combination of her poor vision and
an ungallant cab driver that landed
her in a hospital one bleak evening .
Myra took a taxi to her aunt's
house, which she did frequently, and
the cabbie left her off at the wrong
address - at a house several doors
away . What's more, the driver refused to help her to the front door
explained that she
even though ｍｹｾ｡＠
couldn ' t see too well.
The result: Finding herself on the
porch of an unfamiliar house, Myra
inadvertently stepped off the porch
and into space. Landing five feet be-

low, she sued the cab company for
her injuries.
"Taking a passenger to the wrong
address," Myra complained in court,
"was pure carelessness."
"Nonsense!" responded the cab
driver . "A cabbie's not supposed to
be able to identify a passenger's
destination . If the passenger doesn't
know where he's going, how's the
cabbie supposed to know?"
IF YOU WERE THE JUDGE,
would you hold the taxi company
liable for Myra's being delivered to
the wrong address?
This is how the judge ruled: YES!
The judge held that considering
Myra's known poor vision, the taxi
driver was required to make sure
than Myra was taken to the right address . What's more , added the
judge, he was obliged to help her to
the front door as she had requested,
and not as a matter of gallantry, but
as a duty owed by a taxi company to
an infirm passenger. (Based upon a
1966 Tennessee Court of Appeals
Decision.)
by Jack Strauss, LL.B.

Vanguard Public Foundation's
new Community Board is accepting
requests for funding from communIty groups involved in communitybased social change projects in the
Bay Area .
The Community Board is interested in funding San Francisco Bay
Area projects that :
• are trying to make fundamental
social, political and economic
change;
• provide important services to the
community;
• are either just beginning or have
little access to traditional funding sources.
The recently formed Community
Board is composed of seven community activists, the majority of
whom are Third World and women .
The Community Board operates
independently of Vanguard Public
Foundation Donors and will make
50% of all Vanguard grants . Groups
interested in applying for funds
should contact either Tani Takagi or
Evelyn Shapiro at 285-2005. Translations of funding guidelines are available in Chinese, Korean, Spanish,
and Tagalog . The average Vanguard
grant is between three and seven
thousand dollars. Vanguard Public
Foundation is a local Bay Area
foundation which is nationallyrecognized for its innovations in
funding social-change projects. Last
year, Vanguard made approximately
$250,000 in grants. For the remainder of this year, the Community
Board expects to grant $50,000.
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BAR ADMISSIONS AT
Bar admissions in 1976 reached a
record high for the seventh consecutive year the National Conference of
Bar Examiners reported today . The
NCBE is an affiliate of the American
Bar Association.
The total number of persons admitted to practice in 49 states, the
District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands was
35,741.
Exact admissions figures for Florida were not available, according to
William H. Morris, director of the

RECORD HIGH

NCBE . Florida instituted a three part
bar exam that can be taken at various
times, Morris said .
With an estimated 2,000 and 2,400
persons taking all parts of the
Florida exam in 1976, Morris said ,
admittees totalled more than 37,000,
compared with 1975 when 34,930
new attorneys were admitted to
practice.
Morris predicted that 1977 admissions nationwide would be another
record, based on the number of students now attending law school.

Of the 1976 admissions (excluding
Florida) 34,951 were gained by passing a bar examination and 790 by
receiving a diploma . Mississippi ,
Montana , South Dakota, and West
Virginia automatically admit to the
bar state university law school graduates . Wisconsin automatically
admits graduates of the state law
school and of Marquette Un iversity
Law School .
Of the nearly 50,000 appli can ts
taking the 1976 examinations , 14,148
failed to pass, up from 12,000 in

1975 , the NCBE said .
Once again California admitted
the largest number of lawyers to
practice , a total of 5,437, up from
4,905 in 1975 . The next largest
number of admissions were in New
York-3 ,727; Illinios-2,040; Texas
-1 ,946, and Pennsylvania -1,898 .
A few jurisdictions showed a decline in bar admissions : Arkansas,
Indiana, Kansas , Mississippi , New
Jersey, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Oregon , Guam and Puerto Rico.

BAR ADMISSIONS
STATE

ALABAMA
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA
GEORGIA
GUAM
HAWAII
IDAHO
ILLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
PUERTO RICO
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGIN ISLANDS
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

ADMITTED
TOBAR

377
150
418
201
5,437
638
553
91
660

PASSING BY
EXAMINATION

309

377
150
418
201
5,437
638
553
91
660
N.A .
922
10
207
147
2,040
547
480
309

404
601
154

601
154

N.A.

922
10
207
147
2,040
547
480

404

640

640

1,473
1,173
697
186
667
106
271
117
118
1,272
204
3,727
446
102
1,453
384
423
1,898
314
119
298
81
487
1,946
224
75
21
900
765
164
583
61

1,473
1,173
697
53
667
39
271
117
118
1,272
204
3,727
446
102
1,453
384
423
1,898
314
119
298
16
487
1,946
224
75
21
900
765
61
161
61

PASSING
PERCENTAGE

ADMITTED
BY DIPLOMA

77
78
75
88
52
80
91
60
64

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
71
77
82
84
90
92
88
90
81
77
52
74
89
87
24
88
85
89
70
74
63
71
74
69
96
89
93
72
84
34
75
93
89
72
91
90
70
88

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
133
0
67
0
0
0
0
0

0

73
97
82
75

0
0
;0
0
0
0
0
0
0
65
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
103
422
0

70%

790

84

TOTALS

35,741

34,951

TH£ COSMOPOLITAN

$25.00 OFF

R£C£NTLY R£MOD£L£D
STUDIO APARTM£NTS

WITH THIS COUPON

1ST MONTH'S R£NT

613·1026
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED STUDIOS ALL ELECTRIC klTCH£NS
UTILITIES INCLUDED FULL TILED BATH & SHOWER SUN DECk
225 HYDE STREET-SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94102
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PUBLIC INTEREST PROGRAM
COMMITMENT
The Law News is the largest law school newspaper in the United
Stat 7s . The news pa p e r ｾｳ＠
distributed to the entire Hastings Community
and 15 ma 1 1ed,to a l umn1, other law schools, judges , major law firms ,
and the o r gan 1 zed bar. The newspaper is published biweekly. The 1977-78
Law News will have a circulation of 10,000.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ship at the College, which provides which contribute both to the Colscholarships to students who have lege's academic environment and
demonstrated a deep commitment to the total community.
social service. The new Honors ProI also commit, on behalf of Hastgram will give further substance to ings, to an expanded curriculum inthe concepts governing the Patino cluding specialized ｰｲｯｧ｡ｭｾ＠
in
Fellowship.
public interest, to accommodate the
Public Interest Honors Program, but
To complement and contribute to available as electives for all other
this public interest program, as well students as well; and to broaden the
as reinforce our commitment for in- scope of existing clinical programs .
creased community service and in- Clinical programs could be housed in
volvement, space could be allocated the Legal Affairs Facility, as they
for public interest programs and ser- most certainly contribute to the full
vices in the proposed Community service public clinic as proposed, as I
Legal Affairs facility of the Law well as the student's educational exCenter.
perience .
The Community Legal Affairs
All interested students who have
Facility presents an unprecedented not already applied for this program
opportunity for Hastings and the please do so in the near future at the
community to establish programs student information desk .

1977 COPYRIGHT UPDATE

ｾｮ＠
order to utilize the enormous potential of this publication
a ｦ･ｾ＠
｢｡ｾＱｃ＠
procedures must be followed. We generally require ten prepubl1cat1on days to complete production work. However, if there is an
event , meeting or story that is of immediate value and sufficient adv an c e ｮｯｴｾ｣･＠
is given to the Editor , the Law News can accept receipt of
su 7h ｡ｾ＠
1tem no later than llam on the Monday preceding the Issue Oi5tr1but1on ｄｾｴ･Ｎ＠
All submitted items must be typed double spaced on
standard ｷｾＱｴ･＠
11" bond. There must be a three inch left ma r gin and all
5ubm1tted 1tems must contain the name of the person submitting the item
a nd a telephone, box, or locker number where you can be reached.

ｾ＠
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15
16
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113
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DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT

DISTRIBUTION DATE

August 27, 1977
September 9, 1977
September 23, 1977
October 7, 1977
October 21, 1977
November 10, 1977

September 6 , 1977
September 19, 1977
October 3, 1977
October 17, 1977
October 31, 1977
November 14, 1977

January 2, 1978
January 13, 1978
January 27, 1978
February 10, 1978
February 24, 1978
March 10, 1978
March 24, 1978
April 17, 1978

January 9, 1978
January 23, 1978
February 6, 1978
February 20, 1978
March 6 , 1978
March 20 , 1978
April 13, 1978
April 27, 1978

c.

We invite your contribution. The Law News, as the legal news paper serving the entire Hastings Community, serves as a platform for
the expression of student opinion, a mechanism for enhanced communication between Hastings and the organized bar, and as a forum for articles
written by students, faculty, staff, and outside contributors.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

labels . Anything from a greeting protect your original work . The first instructions for motion pictures and
card or picture postcard to a litho- is your common law literary right. certain graphic or sculptural works .
graph or jar label will fall in this This right arises automatically under
To protect your original work, you
section . Photo-engravings and other state law when the work is created . It can " publish " it yourself by corphotomechanical reproductions of requires no service from the Copy- rectly asserting the copyright. For a
photos are also included .
right Office. It lasts as long as the work to qualify as " published, "
Motion picture photoplays. Pub- work is unpublished, but ends at however, it does not have to be
lished or unpublished dramatic publication or when you register it commerCially sold .
films, television plays, animated for a federal copyright. The other is
Melville B. Nimmer, professor of
cartoons, and other productions that statutory copyright which was law at UCLA and a national authority
have a plot are grouped here .
created by the federal government. on copyright law, has written that
Motion pictures other than photo- In this category, certain types of "publication occurs when, by conplays. This includes unpublished or unpublished works can be copy- sent of the copyright owner, the
published nondramatic motion pic- righted .
original or tangible copies of a work
tures, such as news films, travel
You cannot copyright an unpub- are sold, leased, loaned , given away
films, training or promotional films, lished book, short story, narrative or otherwise made available to the
documentaries and so forth.
outline, poem , print, map, periodi- general public, or where an authorSound recordings. Published sound cal, sound recording or reproductio, ized offer is made to dispose of the
recordings, such as phonograph of an art work . These works secure work in any such manner even if a
discs, tape cassettes and cartridges, statutory copyright when published sale or other such disposition does
along with player-piano rolls, are with a notice of copyright.
not in fact occur."
included in this category.
To protect an unpublished work,
It is important to understand th is
To apply for a copyright you msut register your claim with the Copy- concept, because once work has been
first decide which of the 14 cate- right Office. It' s simple to do and " published" without being correctly
gories includes the work you want usually requires no outside legal copyrighted , it cannot be lega lly
protected . You must then acquire an assistance. Simply acqu ire the cor- copyrighted later.
application form which corresponds rect application from the agency .
Therefore , it is best to take the
with the category your work falls
After the application is filled out, effort and time to copyright your
into .
send it along with the required fee of work properl y. First, you must put a
If your work is finished but un- $6 to the Register of Copyrights . The copyrig ht notice in the rig ht place.
published, you have two options to application forms contain special All copies must bear the notice.
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The notice consists of the word
" Copyright" or the abbreviation
" Copr." or the copyright symbol ©
followed by your name and year of
publ ication .
The notice should be on the title
page or the page following (normally
the reverse side) the title page .
Periodicals and musical scores
should carry the notice on the title
page or the first page of music or
text.
Sound recordings, such as phonograph d iscs, utilize a different form
of notice . The letter " P" in a circle is
used , followed by the name of the
copyright owner and the year. The
Copyright Office has more information on sound recordings in Circular
56, wh ich is free .
Remember that when you file with
the Copyright Office you are reg istering your cla im to copyright. The
agency does not grant copyright
protection The reg istration does ,
however, a lert others of the copyrig ht on your original work.
All the forms, plu s instruction
booklets, are available free from the
Registrar of Copyrights, library of
Congress, Was hing ton , D.C., 20559 .
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Alumni/Development
LAW CENTER NEWS
As one of America ' s largest law
schools , Hastings' limited facilities
have created crowded conditions for
many of the school ' s academic services . Such confinement has had its
greatest impact on the library .
Completion of a new library in the
Law Center ' s Academic Facility
should minimi ze the curre nt
cramped conditions .
The severest problem to date has
been the lack of book storage space .
At last count . the Hastings stock
consisted of 130,000 volumes . Of this
figure, more than 20,000 volumes
are located in what is known as
" dead storage "; where the books
are completely unavailable for student use.
Storage volumes included, the li brary contains approximately 86
books per enrolled student. This statistic becomes somewhat shocking
when the comparable figures at
other law schools are examined . Our
sister U.c. law schools at UCLA and
Boalt, both ' of which have under
1,000 students, have 256,000 and
355 ,000 volumes , respectively .
The American Association of Law
Schools (AALS), recommends that a
law school of over 1,000 students
have a library of 250,000 to 300,000
volumes.
The AALS also recommends that
schools provide seating space in
study areas for a minimum of 65% of
the enrolled students. As all Has-

Law Center plans call for shelf
tings students are acutely aware,
present capabilities fall far short of space for more than 300,000 volthat number . In fact, with seating umes, so that Hastings will house
space for only 41% of the student the second largest law school library
body , Hastings ranks near the bot- in the West . This increase will
tom of the list of major accredited enable the library to acquire needed
law schools in this category . U.c. duplicates of over-used primary
Davis Law School provides study materials . In addition, the scope of
space for 73 .6% of its students , the library stock will be able to
greatly expand, as funds for special
Stanford 118% .
The new library should correct purchases become available . In the
these shortcomings . As planned, past the College has been forced to
more than 50% of the academic turn down such funds, due to lack of
facility will be devoted to library space .
Law Center plans also indicate
space .
Not only will the space for volumes that the library will match the AALS
be increased to an appropriate level, minimum , with study space for 65%
but the new facility will provide of the students .
A variety of seating arrangements
ample room for study, specialized
law library services, staff offices, will be employed . Large reading
conference rooms, and special collec- areas such as those in the present
tions .
LIBRARY STATISTICS
School/Students

Volumes/
Vol. Per Stu.

Davis/ 486
UCLA/ 973
Berkeley/ now 925
/ proposed 925
Stanford/ 476

145,326/ 299
256,207/ 263
355,000/ 383
445,000/ 481
230,000/ 483

Hastings/ now 1500
/ proposed 1500

ASF Library /
Sq. Ft. Per Stu.

Reader Sta./%
377/ 77.5 %
600/ 61 .6%
727/ 78.5%
580/ 121%

35,800/ 73 .6
42,471 / 43 .6
59,850/ 64.7
76,850/ 83 .0
56,406/ 118

130,000/ 86

622/ 41%

21,000/ 14

300,000/ 200

975/ 65%

70,000/ 46.6

library will be designed . Individual
study carrels and small group reading s tation s will be dispersed
throughout the stacks for more private study . Closed conference rooms
for study groups , tutorials and small
seminars will supplement the instack facilities
Finally, the new library will provide for the development and installation of special library services . At
least two legal information retrieval
services are being developed on a
nationwide basis . These systems use
special computer terminals for video
and print-out retrieval. The new
library plans call for several small
screening rooms for students to use
these systems . This will allow expansion of the existing data systems .
The existing microfilm collection
will be expanded and microfilm
viewing rooms incorporated in the
new building .
Special collection libraries are
being developed for the tax, public
interest, and labor law fields . A room
has been reserved for a rare book
collection .
When the new facilities are completed some of the old library space
will be remodeled to make room for
an additional Appellate Moot Courtroom, three new seminar rooms, and
several faculty offices-. The large and
small reading rooms will remain and
continue to provide over 600 study
spaces .

ALUMNI NEWS
your address is not as you would like
it to appear in the publication .
January 1, 1978 has been set as
For your convenience, use the
the distribution date for the new coupon provided to notify us of any
Centennial Edition of the Hastings changes.
Alumni Directory. The Directory will
WASHINGTON STATE ALUMNI
list the over 7500 Hastings alumni
MEET
(whose whereabouts we know, there
are a number of " missing" alums)
Thanks to the efforts of C. Frank
alphabetically, by class year and Vulliet '71 , the Hastings Alumni in
geographically . The Directory will Washington met for cocktails at the
also contain listings of Hastings Hotel Vancouver during the Washalumni serving in the judiciary and ington State Bar Convention. Hopes
legislature. So that your name is are high that an informal chapter can
properly presented for classmates be started in the Northwest. Interand referrals, please let the Alumni ested alums should cOntact Frank at
Office know as soon as possible if Jones, Grey & Bayley in Seattle .
THE DIRECTORY IS COMING!

CLASS NOTES

The latest edition of the Hastings Community (formerly the Alumni Bulletin) is
at the printers now. So if you have a class note which missed this latest issue, use
the coupon provided to let us know what you are doing. The deadline for the next
issue will be mid-November.

SPECIAL COMING EVENTS
Alumni and students are invited to the following events . Watch the law
News, mail boxes , weekly, and other sources for more details .
Law Practice Forum
Public Practice Forum
Class of ' 52 Reunion, San Francisco
29
CAL/ USC football , Berkeley
(the Alumni Office has tickets available)
Central Valley Chapter event
November Sacramento Chapter event
Board of Governors Meeting and Dinner, San Francisco
18
East Bay Chapter event
Santa Clara Valley Chapter kick-off
December Admittee Reception, Los Angeles

October

STATE BAR ACTIVITIES PLANNED
ａｮｯｵ｣･ｭ
Ｎ ｮｾｳ＠
have .been mailed with the details of the Hastings'
State Bar ActiVities, but In case you have not received one or if you have
forgotten to send in your reservation, here are the details again .

Hastings Headquarters
Hospitality Suite

DffiECTORY ADDRESS CHANGE/CLASS NOTES

Please change my address to the following :

•

4 :()()'6:00 p .m.

Tuesday, Sept. 278:00-10:00 a.m.
2:00-7:00 p.m .
Monday, Sept. 26, 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept . 27, 11 :30-2:00 p .m.

Name __________________________________ Year___________
Firm

----------------------------------------------

Address

Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel
Sunday, Sept. 25, 4:00-6:00 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 268:00-10:00 a .m.

--------------------------------------

1066 Dinner [Open To All]
Alumni Luncheon

----------------------_______ Zip _______________

Details o! the 1066 function will b.e sent to all members and San Diegc
area alumnI. All other alumni and friends of Hastings are cordially invitee
to attend; check the box on the luncheon coupon and an invitation will bE.
sent to you.

Please print the following information in the class notes section of the next edition
of the Hastings Community:

Monday, Sept. 26, 7:30 p .m.
Tuesday, Sept. 27, 11: 30-2: 00 p .m .

CLASS OF 1957 REUNION
In ｡､ Ｎ ､ｩｴｯｾ＠
to the traditional alumni activities held in conjunction with
the California ｓｾ｡ｴ･＠
Bar Convention, the Class of 1957 has scheduled its
20th Year ｾ･ｵｮｬｯ＠
during Convention Week in San Diego. Horace Coil
｡ｾ､＠
Ed Wright are heading a committee which has planned cocktails and
dinner a.t the Reuben E. Lee Restaurant. If you have not yet made your
ｲ･ｾｶ｡ｬｯｮＬ＠
contact the Alumni Office at (415) 557-3571 soon so you do not
miss thiS opportunity to get together and compare notes with your classmates .

